It's time to reinvent the textbook to meet the needs of today's students, educators, and self-study readers. Students aren't buying them, and authors and publishers have slowed or stopped revising them keep up with new technology and new pedagogy. We want to demonstrate new possibilities by completely overhauling Understanding Fiber Optics, an introduction to fiber optics originally written by J.H. for self-study and later republished as a textbook for technician training. After five editions that sold over 100,000 copies, its page count nearly doubled and its price soared more than tenfold from its original $16.95.
INTRODUCTION
Textbooks have been the backbones of science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) courses for generations. But science, technology, engineering and math textbooks have come upon hard times, especially at the technician and undergraduate levels.
The problem most painfully evident to students and their parents is the cost of textbooks. The National Association of College stores that the average price of a new textbook in 2015 was over $80, and that used textbook prices averaged $60. 1 Textbooks for STEM courses were found to be among the most expensive of all subject areas in an analysis of costs at the University of Virginia. 2 The same study found that textbook prices had risen 812% since 1978, more than triple the consumer price index. The College Board recommends students in four-year public colleges budget $1,298 a year for textbooks. 3 Students react to high textbook costs by not buying them or by avoiding courses with particularly expensive textbooks. A 2013 survey found that 65% of students did not buy assigned textbooks because of their high prices. 4 Many STEM instructors now hesitate to assign expensive textbooks because of student complaints, but find only limited options for affordable, high-quality and up-to-date STEM textbooks.
Textbooks also suffer from other problems. Publishing pressures for frequent new editions and additional features tend to bulk them up, to the point where students --especially at the technician level --find their sheer size intimidating. On the other hand, when students are priced out of the new textbook market, sales suffer, and publishers may stop offering books on important topics because they can't sell enough copies to make a profit.
The lead author (J. H.) has seen these changes first-hand as the author of Understanding Fiber Optics. The first edition was a paperback for self-study published in 1987 with a list price of $16.95, and updated in 1993. A few years later, it was converted to a textbook and published in hardcover with two revisions. The final fifth edition carried a list price close to $100 when it was published in 2005. and the list price was approaching $180 when it was taken out of print in 2015. The author has since self-published the fifth edition in print and PDF electronic editions. Our collective experience and feedback from others tells us that textbooks can still play an important role in fiber-optic training in specific and STEM education in general. But to do so they must be re-invented to better match the needs of students and instructors. One obvious concern is affordability. Another making instructional material more accessible and less intimidating in approach, subject matter and size. It also should be tied to real-world applications that are relevant for rapidly evolving technology.
To meet these goals, we envision producing a "core book" covering fundamental concepts of fiber optics at an introductory level. It will be much smaller than the current 30-chapter, 800-page fifth edition, and written in a userfriendly style to inspire interest while explaining fundamental concepts. We also will supply a collection of modules to cover more advanced materials and specific topics in more detail. Both the core text and modules will include relevant interactive and video material including demonstrations, simulations and explainers.
We believe this approach can improve formal fiber-optic instruction, and fit a broader range of needs, including selfstudy at the secondary level and above, training modules for in-service education, resources for technicians in other fields who need to work with fiber optics, and generally making fiber optics training more accessible to people from diverse backgrounds.
The balance of this paper describes existing problems, and our plans for addressing them in somewhat more detail. It written from the perspective of people who have spent years working to help people understand fiber optics, and want to improve the process for the coming generations of students.
THE TEXTBOOK PROBLEM
Textbook publishing has been caught in destructive cycles as publishers try to protect their profit margins against threats such as sales of used textbooks. The threat of used books has increased with development of online book stores, which allow students to quickly locate any copies available anywhere within reasonable shipping distance. Likewise, students finished with a textbook can easily resell it either directly to another student or to a reseller.
Periodic updates are essential in STEM fields to keep up with advances in science and technology. But for many years publishers have pushed for frequent updates of textbooks in all fields to make used copies obsolete. The standard revision cycle as of 2009 for college textbooks across all fields was three to four years, a University of Michigan study reported. At that time, used textbooks sold for about half the price of new ones. The Michigan report also noted that 76% of California faculty felt new editions were justified less than half the time. 5 Publishers also ask authors to provide supplemental material not available in earlier editions. Much of this supplemental instructional material is software and workbooks bundled with the book, but some is included in the book. In my (J.H.) experience as an author publishers have always asked for addition of new material, but rarely if ever asked for removal of obsolete material, helping to bulk up books with material of little use. It also leads to higher prices. The Michigan survey cited instances where bundling supplements doubled the price of a textbook. Publishers told the General Accountability Office that they increased their investments in supplementary material such as self-assessment tools and web-based tutorials at the behest of instructors. 6 But a student research group found that 65% of faculty rarely or never used the bundled materials in courses. 7 The Michigan report also points out that the textbook market is subject to unusual economics because the faculty who select textbook get free examination copies, but it's the students who have to pay for the books. R. Preston McAfee, an economist formerly at Caltech, compared the "moral hazards" of professors specifying textbooks to physicians prescribing medicine --neither has to pay the costs associated with their decisions. In 2008 McAfee told the New York Times, "This market is not working very well --except for the shareholders in the textbook publishers." 8 He also chose to make his textbook Introduction to Economic available for free download at the Open Textbook Library. This raises tensions among key players in the textbook business. Publishers and authors complain of digital piracy, whilst students and educators complain of exorbitant pricing. Concern about digital piracy leads some publishers to refuse to publish electronic editions of textbooks (e.g. Understanding Fiber Optics). Many others copy-protect their electronic editions and price them at 60 to 80% of the price of the print edition.
Publishers are feeling squeezed. As textbook sales slow, they have shifted from the conventional practice of printing large numbers of books at once to using "print on demand," a photocopying technology that prints one paperback copy at a time. That cuts their unit costs and inventory handling, but the print quality and binding are inferior to conventional printing. (The former publisher did this with the fifth edition of Understanding Fiber Optics.) As unit sales drop, publishers also may increase the list price of older by a certain fraction each year in hope of maximizing profits because few new copies are available.
Another change in the commercial textbook market is the increasing use of course packs rather than standard textbooks. These are collections of material from a variety of sources, chosen by instructors to customize their courses. The flexibility is valuable for instructors because it helps them match their course material to their students' needs, without overwhelming them with hundreds of pages of material that they won't need in the course. It is a mixed blessing for publishers and authors. They can earn additional revenue from an older book by licensing the use of sections in course packs, but they may not be able to match the revenue from book sales.
There has been some interest in what are called "open textbooks," posted on the Internet under Creative Commons or similar licenses that allow free non-commercial distribution. This is an interesting alternative, strongly advocated by the "Make Textbooks Affordable" program of The Student PIRGS (public interest research groups), which claims it could save students billions of dollars a year. 10 Many books are posted at Open Library sites, but the number remains limited.
11 A key problem is finding funding for authors to write books.
It is hard to assess the impact of these commercial trends without detailed figures on textbook sales, course use, and enrollment. Typically sales decay steadily from the first year, as shown in Table 1 for unit sales of the fifth edition of Understanding Fiber Optics over 10 years until the original publisher took it out of print. You can see why a publisher would want a new edition every few years to boost sales. (We have no data on number of students enrolled in courses using the book, so we cannot estimate sales of used copies.) By 2014 sales had dropped to a point where the publisher did not consider a new edition commercially viable, a decision that also reflected changes in their marketing strategy. The fiber-optic textbook market has suffered in the aftermath of the bubble. Several other fiber-optic texts were published between 1998 and 2006, but most have not been revised. But there is still a need for a current textbook, particularly at the technician level. As an Amazon reviewer noted in giving the book four stars: "There are some strong texts appropriate for graduate students, but if they lack a knowledge of partial differential equations and in particular Bessel Functions, students will probably get lost." 
Year

A NEW MODULAR STYLE OF TEXTBOOKS
To reinvent the textbook, we are looking both to past successes and new opportunities. We look back to popular books that introduced readers to science and technology in the past. We look forward to the use of new technology to better present, illustrate, animate and demonstrate concepts, and to make information more accessible to a diverse population of everyone. Our central building blocks are the core book and instructional modules that accompany it. Together they can present the essential material from a textbook like Understanding Fiber Optics in are more accessible and less costly. They also can provide additional information students need that typically is not available in textbooks, such as information on careers in fiber-optic technology.
The Core Book Concept
The core book will be an introduction to the fundamentals of fiber optics, made more interesting by weaving stories and neat ideas into the fundamentals. It will be written to be accessible for everyone, starting with basic concepts and working up to more advanced ideas in an interesting way. It should be inspirational and fun, to motivate readers, as well as accessible. We plan it to be 200-250 pages long, with details to be covered in supplementary modules.
Our inspiration is remembering popular science books of the past that introduced hobbyists, high-school students, and our younger selves to the wonders of science and technology. Isaac Asimov, best remembered today for his science fiction, actually wrote more books popularizing science for the general reader. Much can be learned from examining how these popular science books present and share information. They are written to be engaging and draw the reader in. They treat the reader as a partner, not someone in need of schooling. They can be discussed in class, at a dinner party, or in a garage workshop. While these books often lack explicit learning objectives, pedagogical suggestions for teachers, and "what have you learned?" questions, they often succeed in explaining science and technology with clear writing, simple illustrations, and little or no mathematics.
The core book will take the best parts of that old model and build on it to cover the central concepts of fiber optics and its applications. We can take advantage of digital technology to supplement simple illustrations with video clips, animations, and interactive material. We can help readers with the minimal math --nothing above algebra or geometry --by using simulations to show what the math means, and bring total internal reflection to life. We'll talk through examples and tell stories of how fiber optics solved problems and how people work with fiber optics. And we will tell where and how people use fiber optics and what sorts of jobs it does in fields from medicine to astronomy, and from space to the bottom of the ocean.
We plan to core book to be a multipurpose tool for learning about fiber optics. It could be a resource for secondary school teachers, a self-study tool for students interested in science and technology, a general STEM library resource, or part of a technology training program. It could be a centerpiece for an introductory fiber-optics course for technicians, in community college or in a union program for apprentice electricians. It could be an in-service education tool for the many technicians who find themselves having to work without formal training, or background reading to help undergraduate students deal with upper-level textbooks.
The core book will not contain everything anyone might want to know about fiber optics, but it will serve as an introduction. For further information, readers and instructors can turn to separate modules developed along with the core book to provide more details, explain laboratory exercises, or learn specific skills.
Modules and Other Supplementary Material
Conventional textbooks often try to package everything instructors might want to teach or students might need to learn into a single package. That approach has drawbacks beyond its effect on textbook pricing. It packs far too much information to be covered in a single semester course into the book, often leaving students feeling that their course was incomplete or grumbling that they had to pay for unneeded material. Although a comprehensive textbook can make a good future reference, its sheer bulk can frighten students, especially at the technician level.
To better serve both students and instructors we will take most detailed information out of the original book and package it in digitally distributed modules that instructors can pick and choose for their classes. For example, the core book would describe a few key measurements concepts, such as attenuation and measurements on a decibel scale, which are widely used and essential background for understanding other explanations. But details of optical measurement units in general and fiber-optic measurements in particular would be treated in separate modules. Likewise, the core book would explain the basic concepts of splices, connectors and couplers, but the details of how they are assembled and used will be covered in modules. Modules also would include laboratory exercise, both physical laboratory units and simulations to demonstrate specific concepts such as dispersion and error correction. Other modules could cover specific applications, such as fiber-optic bundles for imaging in endoscopes. Modules will contain video demonstrations, simulations, animations and other interactive media as needed.
The specifics of these modules are still to be decided. We will develop many modules based on the original book, and some additional modules. These will cover a range of fiber-optic applications as well as fiber-optic components and devices. We also will develop modules illustrating career options, from troubleshooting fiber-optic communication networks to using fiber-optic equipment for sensing, medicine, or astronomical observations. One possibility is a series of interviews with technicians in various stages of their careers, talking about their jobs, their adventures in the field, and long-term career options.
We will encourage instructors and others to develop and supply additional modules. For example a company might develop a module describing how to install fiber-to-the-home equipment that could also be used to illustrate how such systems work.
Many modules could be used outside of courses specifically on fiber optics. For example, a modules on laser beam delivery could be used in a course on industrial lasers. A module on gastroscopes, endoscopes, and colonoscopes could be used in a course on medical imaging and instrumentation. A module on fiber sensing could be used to show how bridges could be instrumented to assess their stability in a course on civil engineering. A module on fiber cables could be used in a communications technology class. The modules also could be a resource for continuing education programs or for self-study by people moving into new jobs involving fiber optics.
Using modules in conjunction with the core book would combine important features of traditional textbooks and course packs. The core book would give a uniform overview of the field with a consistent terminology and structured approach. The modules would give instructors the flexibility to focus on the needs of students in particular programs. For example, programs for communications technicians, medical technicians, or manufacturing technicians could all use the core book as a resource, but each one would use an appropriate selection of modules to focus on fiber-optic applications in communications, medicine, or manufacturing.
FUTURE PLANS
Our ideas have grown from years of experience in writing about and teaching fiber optics. We are writing a proposal for a National Science Foundation grant to develop the core book and modules, then to systematically test and evaluate them as tools for students, instructors and self-study. NSF support is vital to help us prepare and distribute the material at no cost during the development stage. We will also explore options for keeping that material available and up to date in the future at minimal or no cost to students.
Our current plans call for a three-year project to develop, test and disseminate text and web-based materials including animations, simulations, videos, assessments and teacher instructions. During the first year we will adapt material from the existing Understanding Fiber Optics, and use that base for initial testing by members of the development team.
Those test results will be used to revise the first batch of material, and in preparing additional material. In the second year we plan to begin feasibility testing and more systematic testing of the educational impact, as well as continue preparing additional material. Classroom testing will help us optimize the material and assure it meets student and instructor needs for courses, and advances students along their career path. Year 2 will include tests by instructors who are not part of the development process. Lessons learned from that testing will be fed back into revisions. In the third year, we will undertake new field trials with instructors new to the program, and disseminate materials more widely, with some ongoing revision and addition of further modules as needed.
Research and evaluation on education impact will be an integral part of the study, starting in the first year and ramping up as the project progresses. Data collected during the project will be used to assess and optimize the development process and materials. Our overall evaluation will focus on how students and teachers use and learn from the materials, including their knowledge of content, attitudes about fiber optics, and career awareness.
